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To: SACS, Indianapolis (Enclosures-2) 
RECT Dallas (44-1639) (Enclosures-2) 

From: Birecter, FBI (44-24038) —b lo a 

JACK LEON RUBY, AKA; 
_ LEE HARVEY OSWALD = VICTIM 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
00: DALLAS 

Enclosed for the Indianapolis and Dallas Offices 

_ is one copy each of Department memorandum received 12-10-63 

“ond a copy of the enclosure referred to therein. 

ee Immediately upon receipt of this connunication 

the Indianapolis Office should interview Fredrick Hoffnan, 

an attorney in Lafayette, Indiana, who allegedly had 

dealings with subject concerning the lease of a building. 

  
Within three days of receipt of this communication, 

the results of a thorough and complete interview with 

Hoffman should be furnished the Bureau and Dallas Office. 

In this specific instance only, submit two copies of the .. 

FD-302 to the Bureau and ten: copies to the Dallas Office. 
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(4) BY JOULES Ln 

NOTE: — Department made available anonymous letter datéd cee 

11-27-63 postmarked Crawfordsville, Indiana, signed §.°. 
" a Mrs. Taxpayer" which letter was addressed to U.S. 

Department of Revenue, Internal Revenue Collector, Washington, ... _: 

    

    

   

      

D.C, Letter made reference to alleged dealings between. / -” 

Hoffman and subject wherein subject allegedly produced? cee gt 

$15,000 in cash from his apartment when he and Hoffman had _ fare 
- ie gone to Ruby's mother's house, Article allegedly appeared = +". 

“Iu in “Lafayette Journal Courier” of 11-26-63 concerning + 2.020... 5" 

ec Hoffman's information. Department requested Hoffman be - 
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